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BAt StUDY At CUevA CUAtA

John Pint

ranchopint@yahoo.com
the map of Cueva Cuata is from 
http://zotz2.orgfree.com/subter 
raneo/revista7/cuata/cuata.html. 
it was originally published in Sub-
terráneo number 7, 1991. the map 
of Madriguera de los lobos is from 
http://www.saudicaves.com/mx/
madri/map.jpg.

At the urging of bat researcher 
leonel Ayala, i organized a visit 

to Cueva Cuata, nestled in the wall of 
the tequilizinta bluff in Santa rosa 
Canyon. leonel has been teaching 
cave biology at the Universidad de 
Guadalajara for some time and is 
now starting a new project aimed 
at monitoring bat populations in all 
the Jalisco caves he can get to.  i told 
him the biggest bats i’ve ever seen 
in Jalisco were in Cueva Cuata, and 
leonel was immediately interested. 
naturally, i didn’t mention that the 
cave is slightly off the beaten track 
and you have to climb on an exposed 
canyon wall to a point about 300 
meters above the frothing and filthy 
río Santiago. we headed for the cave 
on Sunday, October 11, 2009. in the 
expedition were Mario Guerrero, 
Memo Quiroz, rodrigo and Bicho 
Orozco, Cyntia and rodrigo esparza, 
leonel, and i. 

Because Mario was in the group, 
our first stop, of course, was an 

Oxxo for breakfast. After that, we 
drove straight to the new mirador 
9 kilometers north of Amatitán. 
From there, in the morning light, we 
could clearly see the two entrances 
to Cueva Cuata far, far away in the 
canyon wall. next, we drove to la 
taberna and began the long hike to 

tequilizinta. the moment we left the 
path to head to the cave, we crossed 
a wide area full of maleza (under-
brush) and pesky rocks you could 
easily trip over. Here the esparzas 
gasped. “Can’t you see this is an 
archaeological site?” they shouted, 
pointing out various ancient con-
structions all around us. it sure is 
nice to have archaeologists along 
on a trip. new branches had been 
placed in front of Madriguera de los 
lobos, wolves’ Den Cave, making it 
easy to start the cliff-hanging walk 
up to Cuata. Upon arrival, Mario and 
Bicho immediately located a geo-
cache hidden there over two years 
before. we had fun taking goodies 
out of the bottle and replacing them 
with new junk.

leonel set up a net and in noth-
ing flat caught a little bat that he 
identified as Balantiopteryx plicata, 
the gray sac-winged bat. A big altar 
still stands in the entrance room of 
the cave, and anyone who wants 

to know the history of our visits 
to Cuata and tequilizinta should 
read http://zotz2.orgfree.com/
subterraneo/revista6/endworld/
endworld.html.

while the others admired the mag-
nificent view from the cave entrance, 
leonel and i crawled to the Black 
lagoon to measure the temperatures 
of the water (26°C) and air (27°C) 
and the humidity (81%). Along the 
way, we stopped to listen to normally 
inaudible bat sounds with a device 
that leonel uses to help identify bats 
by their calls. in both of the cave’s 
main passages we found remains 
of the original walls and ceiling of 
this lava tube. we saw lava stalac-
tites up to 4 centimeters long, lava 
levees, and lava dribbles. this cave 
and the wolves’ Den immediately 
below it are the only lava tubes we 
have so far found in western Mexico. 
Curiously, few bats were seen in the 
cave, although many kilos of insect-
eating bats’ guano had recently been 


